
HARNESS THE POWER OF 
DATA-DRIVEN LAW
Lex Machina and Context are the fastest, most 
accurate analytics tools designed to support 
your entire litigation*. Anticipate behaviors 
and outcomes to craft winning strategies with 
quantitative data on case timing, resolution and 
damages with Lex Machina. Craft your most 
persuasive argument with insights on how your 
judge thinks and rules with Context. 

ANALYTICS ARE ONLY AS GOOD AS  
THE DATA UNDERNEATH
Using our proprietary technology and team of 
attorney editors, only LexisNexis assiduously 
corrects, cleans and codes the underlying data, 
providing the most accurate and reliable insights.

“Legal Analytics is a way to become part of 
the client’s decision making team and to 
obtain an advantage over attorneys who 
are practicing law the way it was done a 
decade ago.”
—James Yoon 
   Senior Partner, Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati

LexisNexis® is the leader in legal  
analytics. Fueled by smart content from  
Lexis Advance® and the strategic 
acquisitions of Lex Machina®, Intelligize® 
and Ravel Law, our award-winning 
analytics tools streamline data-driven 
workflows and deliver unprecedented 
efficiency, productivity and insight to 
know what was once unknown. 

Legal Analytics

Gain the power 
to know the 
unknowable
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What language does a
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Lex Machina® Context  on Lexis Advance®

STRATEGIZE PERSUADE

For more information contact your LexisNexis representative,
or visit LexisNexis.com/Lexis-Analytics
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DON’T SETTLE FOR INFERIOR ANALYTICS. DISCOVER WHY LEXIS ANALYTICS WINS.

*Comparison data based on information available as of October 2018.

Anticipate potential litigation outcomes
even before you decide to take a case.

Know the length of time a case will likely 
take to reach summary judgment.

Accurately forecast litigation outcomes 
with exclusive access to damages  
and motions.

Forecast the language your judge will use 
and sources they will most likely cite when 
ruling on your motion.

Analyze legal language analytics on up to 
100 motion types.

Know how your expert witness will stand up to 
judicial scrutiny.

AI Breakthrough “Best Decision 
Management Solution” 2019

Legaltech Product Innovation 
“People’s Choice” Award 2019

Together, Lex Machina and Context provide insights to support your litigation from end-to-end,  
from building your best strategy to crafting your most compelling arguments.


